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K ICK B UTTS D AY

On Wednesday March 28th, Cross Keys
Middle School conducted two in-school,
Kick Butts Day events. The national
event is designed to give students a
chance to voice their opinion about
tobacco. The 7th and 8th graders of Mrs.
Wildschuetz and Mrs. Dutt’s Health
classes created anti-smoking posters
that were hung up on the wall of the
school cafeteria.
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Firecrackers

Mrs. Wildscheutz hands out a YEA T-shirt
during the Kick Butts Day Event

Mrs. Wildschuetz coordinated a school-wide activity during the lunch
periods that included a poster contest, tobacco education quiz, and a
raffle. Winners received t-shirts, wrist bands, and water bottles. Kick
Butts Day was a big success and it allowed students a chance to fight back
against tobacco.

DISEASED LUNGS!
On Friday, February 16th, The University
of Missouri-St. Louis sponsored a health
education program for students of the
Diversity Team (about 170 students). A
health educator from the BJC School
Outreach Program provided a lung health
presentation in the Science classes.
Besides teaching the physiology of the
respiratory system, the damage caused
by smoking, asthma, tuberculosis and
other types of lung disease were
discussed, as well as indoor and outdoor
air pollution and its effects on the lungs.
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The highlight of the program
was the use of actual samples
of human respiratory parts,
both diseased and healthy.
This was a unique opportunity
for students to be able to see
and touch these specimens.
The objective is to provide the children with a
comprehensive understanding of their lungs-how they
function and how to keep them healthy for life.
Students agreed the best part was the disgusting
diseased lung.
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WA YS TO P ROM OTE AD S A VVY TE ENS

www.pbs.org

1) Remind your teen that ads thrive on undermining self confidence.
When you see an ad that cultivates the fear of being unattractive, or the fear of
seeming uncool, call it out. Discuss how the ad sponsor preys on viewers’ insecurity.
Talk to your teen about how ads try to sell and emotion or a life style.

UM- St. Louis
One University Blvd.
St. Louis, MO 63121

2) Encourage your teen to spot product placement.

Melinda Bier, PhD
314-516-4604

Mixing media with advertising, marketers increasingly use video games, TV shows and
movies to build brand awareness. Next time you see a product on a TV show, tell your
teen that it was no accident.

Edie Barnard
314-516-4642

3) Show your teen he/she can speak out against ads.

Cristle Coleman
636-926-2209

Encourage your teen to voice their own opinions through creative outlets such as
creating their own song, movie, or advertisement.

David Shields, PhD
314-516-5799
E-Mail:
youthempowerment@umsl.edu

Making informed decisions
and healthy choices

We’re on the Web!
See us at:

www.healthymissouri.net
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Each day, 2,000 Americans aged 12 to 17 become regular smokers. Why do
they do it? Public health officials place a lot of blame on the nation’s
cigarette companies. And at least four states are weighing whether to take
legal action in an attempt to stop the companies from making flavored
cigarettes with names such as “Beach Breezer,” “Kuai Kolada,” and “Twista
Lime.” (ABC News).
“Right now I’m smoking Camel Exotic Blends, Mandarin Mints,” said one high
school smoker. “They are almost like candy. It appeals to kids.”

New York Attorney General Eliot Spitzer, along with his counterparts in at least three other states, is
preparing for a possible court case-accusing the makers of flavored cigarettes of targeting children.
“You got them addicted because they are attracted to this candy-flavored cigarette,” Spitzer said. “You
have them for the next 40 years.”
Although the master tobacco settlement prohibits cigarette advertisements aimed at kids, companies
have simply come up with new, more sophisticated - and sometimes subtle – methods to market to
children.
Danny McGoldrick, research director for the Campaign for Tobacco-Free Kids says “it’s important to
know that they’re in it for the long haul, and they will find new and creative ways all the time to reach
what they know is their future market, which is our kids.”
-Adapted from Don Harris’ report on ABC News “World News Tonight”
The Youth Empowerment in Action program is funded by a grant from
the Missouri Foundation for Health through the University of Missouri-St. Louis.

